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to activate your devices with the office 2019/2016 installed on the kms server, there must be at least 5 clients requests within the last 30 days (activation threshold). if there are not enough activation requests from
clients on the kms server (you did not reach a minimum number of copies to get the licensing working), an error will appear: we did that for each user group. we are getting error messages with sccm saying the
license is not available. we are getting error messages from client saying they can’t download the office because we aren’t licensed correctly. have you had any success with this? error: the activation process could
not be completed. the current state of the activation license is 0, the activation status field of this activation package is 0 and the activation status field of this license is 0. there are not enough activation requests.
sorry, i found a certificate in this folder that is not valid! either you are not licensed properly or there is a problem with the policy being enforced. please try to download the missing certificate using the steps in the
next section. once the certificate is acquired, use cacert again to import the certificate and then re-import it into the rdp wsus server after the re-cert. please note that on the certificate tab, there is a button to
import a certificate from a folder. from this window, you can select a file and use it to import this certificate. after successful import, i recommend to right-click on the certificate and check the option always trust.
this option will increase the security by blocking certificate from unknown sources.
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